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Club Events  

The Rules for The Thames, The Wargrave, The Wyfold and The Britannia Challenge Cups 

are intended to ensure that the crews entered for these events are genuine club crews: that 

is, crews that train together from the same club and compete together throughout the season.  

The Committee considers an entry that includes students who have been training or racing for 

their university during the current season to be contrary to the spirit and intentions of the Club 

Events.  Clubs making entries which include such athletes may be refused or entered in an 

appropriate event of a higher category (see General Rule 3: "The Committee shall have the 

power, at any time, to notify a club that an entry will not be accepted in certain events if the 

Committee considers such an entry to be inappropriate.").  

 

Student Events  

The Rules for The Temple, The Island and The Prince Albert Challenge Cups are intended to 

ensure that the crews entered for these events are made up of full-time students of the 

university that they will represent. Entries from a university club that include members of other 

universities which have their own boat clubs may be refused or entered in an appropriate event 

of a higher category (see General Rule 3, as above).   

 

Junior/ School Events  

The Rules for The Princess Elizabeth, The Fawley and The Diamond Jubilee Challenge Cups 

and The Prince Philip Challenge Trophy are intended to ensure that the crews entered for 

these events are eligible members of any one club or secondary school boat club who have 

trained and competed together for that same club throughout the season.   

 

The Regatta reserves the right to see the racing record of competitors to establish the 

credentials of any crew before accepting their entry.   

In this regard, please provide us with details about all crew members. 

If a Club, University or School has any doubts about the suitability of one or more 

potential crew members for any of the events mentioned above, then the Captain or 

Coach should contact Richard Stanhope, the Steward in charge of Entries, at the 

earliest opportunity by email at entries@hrr.co.uk   


